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Nike Air Bakin 2014 draws to return 2014-05-06 22:44:24 everyone ready for the Nike Air Bakin return it? This exclusive two-year
Tim Hardaway boots in April this year, a strong return soon. This pair of shoes in 1997 just when the sale has attracted controversy a
while, because the heel first use of logo using the Arab national symbol of Allah flame graphics. This pair of shoes will once again
return April 26, like a friend, please pay attention.
Nike Air Bakin
Release Date: April 26, 2014
Sale price: $ 125
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Anyone familiar with Tom Sachs who likes to improvise yourself artists (some people
call it "Bricolage": improvisation to create a patchwork of materials on hand), will think he and the planet on, even the whole universe's
largest sports brand cooperation is unlikely. Tom the artist slightly careless improvisation, relatively Nike Nike rigorous new pair of
sneakers for any repeated tests attitude can be described as poles apart, but it is this contrast spark let Tom Sachs superb
craftsmanship and a well-known Nike achievements Process excellence NIKECraft Space Series. 
In Tom's "Space Program: MARS Space Program: Mars," unveiled on the eve of the launch of NIKECraft series is the perfect
combination with the Nike design team of Tom, the series is designed for space travel. 
As an astronaut, the first condition is elite athletes must have the physique to withstand the severe test after leaving the Earth's
atmosphere. Their daily work requires a lot of energy and stamina. Likewise, they must be the most perfect equipment so that they
perform the task in unforgiving environment. 
Tom Sachs: NIKECraft series will cover the entire space journey, including The Trench long body coat, The Mars Fly Jacket
windbreaker, The Lightweight Tote Bag, The Mars Yard The AirBag shoes and handbags. Nike design team and Tom Sachs never
appeared in sportswear using an over-the material in the series, such as: automotive airbags materials, ship with the canvas and the
universe itself cloth flight suit. Each product has excellent functionality, space tourism is a necessity, while adding highly functional and
interesting visual elements, such as: double zipper storage space can be used as an umbrella rope as a tourniquet accessories and
coats Neri chemical periodic table. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
the British hundred years of shoe brand Grenson seems to have changed since the new creative director Little Tim, the whole face is
also more young. In addition to their own production of shoes to join a lot of modern elements, but also often with major brands, such
as & ragGarbstore, bone and other footwear brands. Even the men's fashion magazine "Esquire" published 20 anniversary special
also released the new shoes, to celebrate. 
recently, this was founded in 1988, and the Japanese high-end shoe brand the coacher Foot rub out the spark. Worth noting is foot
the coacher designer Taketake Haraminnosuke Toshinosuke TAKEGAHARA had lived in Northamptonshire apprenticeship, and has
worked in the George Cox and Tricker 's, so both sides in the process for the manufacturing of footwear and shoe culture have many
common recognition. The two sides a total of 5 pairs of BOOTS BROGUE, the use of material and color to distinguish between.
Impression is most profound is pair of gravel surface leather layer design, absolutely can be said of the traditional and modern
perfect fusion. Together with the superb shoe technology, I believe many people will be fascinated by this series! Now in the
PORTER MR shelves, like friends can go to buy. 
< br / > high-end Italian shoe brand Giuseppe Zanotti recently announced jointly G-Dragon (G-Dragon) launched a series of
cooperation, including men and women the same paragraph loafers (loafer) and lace up shoes models. Design, each shoe
respectively two color designs are available, black and colorful bright upper will appear different aesthetic ideasand are equipped
with light rubber sole, fully ensure the shoes comfort. Zanotti x G-Dragon Giuseppe series will be in the near future, the brand will be
designated retail stores and online stores, the two models are priced at $695 and $775. (Editor: YOYO)
December 6, 2012 the NBA sneakers Buy 2013-12-08 22:47:29
Roger - Mason: Protege 
Metta World Peace: Ball'n All Out 
Joe King - NOAA: Le Coq Sportif Pro Model 2.0 
- Paul Pierce: Nike Air Legacy 3 PE 
Kevin - Kevin Garnett: ANTA KG 3 
Rajon - Londo: Air Jordan 9 "cool gery & quotJames kiss Nike LeBron 12 "Cork" 2015-06-14 17:35:33
cork "Cork" has become one of the classic elements of Nike LeBron series in sneaker circle quite well received, but the brand is also
willing to continue. Today, a spy network exposed, he will wear a pair of James Nike LeBron 12 "Cork" shoes! Uppers use a large
area of ??"cork" material composition, Hyperposite render the use of black, forming a sense of contrast color machine gun. It is
reported that the shoes will be officially on sale in September, a friend might like to look at it. 
Nike Auto DT '96 new color exposure 2014-02-24 21:04:29
Earlier we have reported a gray color of the Nike Auto DT '96, the time the network has exposed a new mix of mainly black, special
materials shoe body at Bright light show neon effect, with excellent texture suede uppers and white sand, the entire pair of shoes in a
low-key personality and dignity. No specific information about this shoe, please pay attention to the follow-up reports. 
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